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around, a lot, but I promise I like actually care about this
place. A lot.

Emma:
Nah, just a couple people or so. Lobby is mopped, Calvin is…
Doing something with the boxes. I think he’s like building a
tower. I— can’t really explain it to be honest with you

Josiah:
Ah yes, the classic “Leaning Tower of Pizza”. He never gets

very far with it just help him clean up the boxes once they tip
over for me?

Emma:
Oh, you want me to help? What about you? You got him fucked up,
and you’re back here just chilling. Why can’t you help clean up
his mess?

Josiah:
Sorry. Busy.

(He resumes scrolling)

(Beat)

Emma:
Okay Kidd. You do you. Before Barron comes in I’m gonna clean
the tiles and the drains real quick and finish pre closing. Do
you want me to do anything else like prep sauce cups for the
morning crew? Or like empty bubblers?

Josiah:
Yeah. Sure do all of it if you wouldn’t mind..
Why would you do that?

Emma:
So he doesn’t chew your ass out. Duh.

(She exits out the front)

(Josiah scrolls, puts
his phone down, and

head in his hands. Just
for a second,)
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Hang on ma,I’m sorry. Ma I’m gonna have to call you back. I’m
sorry, NO it’s not my friends it’s my dumbass coworker. I love
y— okay bye. CALVIN. WHAT.

Calvin:
Want some garlic bread? It’s the Calvin Speciality.

Josiah:
Oh… Yum, extra extra extra blue cheese and enough olive oil to
make Biden wanna “Liberate it”.

Calvin:
Brooo you should have seen me make this one. It got a full
PACKAGE of the blue stuff on it. You can hate on it but you
KNOW it’s delicious.

Josiah:
Man you’re literally gonna get us fired when Barron comes in.
Or is your plan to gas him out the second he walks in that way
he doesn’t even come into the back?

Calvin:
Nah I just REALLY like the cheese.

Josiah:
Yeah I know… We are missing a full case of mozzarella and a
full case of blue ‘cause apparently we keep over portioning.
I’m pretty sure its just you gnawing it right out the bag like
a rat.

Calvin:
Mmmmm… Cheese…

Josiah:
Yeah my point exactly. Also… what’s the deal with the boxes
this time? Emma said you’re stacking them again.

CALVIN:
IT CRAVES THE LIGHT!

(Beat)

Josiah:


